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ABSTRACTEmerging appliations, inluding many military appli-ations, require expliit mehanisms to represent andproess unertainty in queries and in the data stored indatabases. Most urrent approahes to supporting un-ertainty in queries layer a reasoning omponent ontop of existing relational database management systems(DBMSs) whih resolves the unertainty in queries out-side of the DBMS. While the layered approah is attra-tive due to its simpliity and sine it requires minimalextensions to existing DBMS tehnology, it has somefundamental shortomings whih limit its usefulness toonly simplisti appliations. This paper proposes an ex-tended relational model together with a suitably extendedrelational algebra as an alternative mehanism to in-orporating unertainty in queries. In ontrast to thelayered approah, the proposed model allows unertaintyto permeate database proessing overoming many of itslimitations. The paper identi�es hallenging researh is-sues that we are urrently addressing in developing theproposed framework.INTRODUCTIONEmerging appliations pose an inreasing demand ondatabase management systems (DBMSs) to store andproess impreise information alongside preise and stru-tured information traditionally stored in databases. Suhappliations require many important extensions to ex-isting DBMS tehnologies inluding:�Prepared through ollaborative partiipation in the Advaned andInterative Displays Consortium sponsored by the U.S. Army ResearhLaboratory under the Federated Laboratory Program, CooperativeAgreement No. DAAL01-96-2-0003. The U.S. Government is authorizedto reprodue and distribute reprints for Government purposes notwith-standing any opyright notation thereon. Mihael Ortega is supportedin part by CONACYT grant 89061.

� mehanisms to represent unertainty in stored data.� extensions to DBMS query languages to support un-ertain queries.� tehniques for interative query formulation and re-�nement tools to enable users in helping the systeminterpret their information needs.� mehanisms to proess unertain queries.To motivate the required extensions, we draw on ex-amples from two appliation domains that may bene�tfrom inorporating unertainty in databases: (1) mul-timedia databases in whih multimedia information isrepresented and retrieved based on its ontent, and (2)spatio-temporal database that traks and stores infor-mation about moving objets in a battle�eld.Unertainty in Stored Data: unertainty in datamay arise due to a variety of reasons from multiple dif-ferent soures. For example, in an image DBMS, an im-age is represented as a olletion of visual features (e.g.,olor histogram representing olor feature, keywords de-sribing the image, representation of shapes of objetsin the image, et.). These features taken together forman impreise representation of the image ontent. In aspatio-temporal battle�eld database, the loation of anobjet may be unertain due to the limited preision ofthe sensor traking the objet and the temporal latenybetween suessive readings.Mehanisms to represent unertainty in stored data havereeived muh researh attention both in speializedontexts (e.g., geospatial data [GG89℄, spatio-temporaldata [WCD+98℄) and in the general ontext [Mot95℄.Unertainty in Queries: Traditionally, DBMSs sup-port only spei� queries that return data mathingthe query preisely. Examples inlude a query q \re-turn all objets in a given spatial loation at a spei�
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time t". If an objet o was at the given loation at thespei�ed time, o quali�es as an answer . Otherwise, itdoes not. The result RESq of q is the unordered setof all qualifying objets In ontrast to spei� queries,in unertain queries users are also interested in datasimilar to or lose to the target. The result is a rankedset of answers, where the ranking estimates the degreeof math or loseness of the answer to the query. Ingeneral, the model used for ranking, referred to as theretrieval model, depends upon the spei� appliationand/or user posing the query. The retrieval model de-termines the interpretation of the relevane value asso-iated with the answer.Similar to the desriptional unertainty in stored data,unertain queries may arise due to a variety of reasons.For example, the user may lak the apability or �ndit umbersome to express his/her information need asa preise query over the stored data. For example, in amultimedia DBMS, a user may wish to visualize imagesthat depit a \sunset" or images that are similar to agiven set of input images. Even though the user hasa preise information need, he/she is unable to speifythe query using the low-level features (e.g., olor, tex-ture, textual annotations) that are used to model theimages in the database. This may be due to a lak ofsemantially powerful enough features to fully apturethe user's intent, or alternatively, the low-level featuresprovide too umbersome an interfae to be used diretlyin expressing the query.Unertain queries may also arise in the spatio-temporalmilitary appliation. For example, a user may be inter-ested in the query \Retrieve all objets to the north ofand lose to the objet O". In this query, the prediatesNorthOf and CloseTo are impreise prediates i.e. itis not possible to state deterministially whether an ob-jet is north of O or lose to O. For example, even anobjet very far from O may be pereived as lose bythe user if there are no objets loser to O. Thereforefor suh queries, it is not possible to deterministiallyseparate the qualifying objets from the non-qualifyingones. However, it is possible to state whether an ob-jet is more northwards to O or loser to O omparedto another one. Another, more omplex example maybe: Retrieve all enemy tank units that will be losing orindiretly losing to friendly tanks or ommand entersover the next hour. In the above query, losing, and in-diretly losing are impreise spatio-temporal prediatesde�ned over lower-level properties of objets (e.g., dis-tane between objets and their relative diretions atvarious points of time). For example, Closing builds onDistane only, but Indiretly Closing relies on Distane

and Diretion, where Distane, and Diretion, as dis-ussed earlier, may themselves be impreise onepts.In general, impreise prediates may form a hierarhy.Query Formulation and Re�nement: DBMSs a-pable of handling unertain queries must be ombinedwith automated and/or human assisted reasoning meh-anisms that enable the system to learn the interpreta-tion of loseness or math between an objet and thequery thereby resolving the unertainty. Without suha mehanism, the user will be fored to retry spei�queries repeatedly with minor modi�ations until theirinformation needs are satis�ed. For example, in the im-age database appliation, an interative relevane feed-bakmehanism may be used to map the high-level sim-ilarity query to a representation based on the lower-levelfeatures stored in the database [PM97℄. Similar teh-niques an also be developed to learn the user's inter-pretation of the impreise spatio-temporal prediates inthe spatio-temporal database ontext. Whether queryre�nement is automatially ahieved via a reasoningsystem, or is human assisted , the underlying DBMSmust be apable of supporting the re�nement proess.Proessing Unertain Queries: Given an unertainquery and a retrieval model, the DBMS must retrievea set of mathing objets along with their degree ofmath. Sine the query writer is more interested in anobjet with higher relevane to the query than one withlower relevane, it is more logial to return the answersin the order of their relevane i.e. return a ranked listof objets instead of an unordered set of objets (as ina traditional DBMS) where the ranking is based on itsrelevane to the query. For example, in the query \Re-trieve all objets to the north of and lose to the objetO", the query writer expets the answers to be rankedbased on their northness and loseness to O i.e. an ob-jet that is more northwards and loser to O shouldbe ranked before an objet less northwards and fartherfrom O.) Note that a ranked list is a generalization of anunordered set sine a set is a ranked list with elementsin the set having absolute relevane (100% relevane)and elements not in the set having no relevane (0%relevane).Most existing approahes to support unertain queriesin DBMSs layer a wrapper built as an appliation ontop of existing DBMS whih estimates the relevane ofthe answer to the user's information need. Suh an ap-proah is failitated by the emerging objet relationaltehnology whih allows for appliation writers to de�nenew data types and intermix user-de�ned funtions indatabase queries. In suh an implementation, the user-
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de�ned funtions implement the impreise operations(e.g., math between images, preision of moving ob-jets) and assoiate a measure of preision with eahobjet retrieved. The set of retrieved objets are thenranked outside of the database system by the reasoningomponent based on the appliation-spei� riterion.Done in this way, impreision in the proessing does notpermeate database query proessing. Existing databasemodels and query languages, based on proessing risppreise information, suÆe for this task.Although simple to implement, there are three majorshortomings with the layered approah whih limitsits usefulness to only simplisti appliations. First, suhan approah needs to map the impreise queries (i.e.queries with impreise prediates e.g, CloseTo, NorthOf)to preise queries (e.g., spatial range queries) that anbe exeuted on an existing DBMS. It may not be alwaysfeasible to express impreise queries in a preise querylanguage. For example, onsider an image retrieval sys-tem where a ommon query might be: \retrieve the10 images that are most similar to the given image".Sine the image similarity depends on so many fea-tures and eah feature is usually a very high dimensionalvetor with an arbitrary distane metri [ORC+97℄, itis not feasible to express the above query as a rangequery. Seond, sine reasoning is performed outside thedatabase query proessing, the layered approah maysu�er from signi�ant performane overhead sine theDBMS may generate a very large number of answerswhih are then post-proessed (ranked) by the wrap-per. Also, sine the user might only be interested inthe best few mathes, a large portion of the proess-ing performed by the DBMS to answer the query maybe wasted. This ould have been avoided if the impre-ise reasoning were intermixed more tightly with thedatabase proessing. Finally, as mentioned previously,an important aspet of a system handling unertainqueries is the ability to support query re�nement inwhih the system is able to reeive user feedbak onthe answers returned and to re�ne the query based onthe feedbak. The re�ned query is then exeuted againand a re�ned set of answers is returned. The proessis iterated until the returned answer set onverges tothe desired answer set. In the layered approah, sinethe DBMS generates the entire answer set at eah it-eration, inorporating query re�nement e�etively andeÆiently is not easy.Proposed Approah:Motivated by the above, in thispaper we propose an extended relational database modelin whih relations, instead of being interpreted as anunordered set of tuples, are interpreted as ranked lists

based on a ranking expression (RE). Assoiated witheah tuple in the relation is a belief value whih de-termines the ranking of the tuple in the relation. Thebelief value represents the degree to whih the tuplesatis�es the RE assoiated with the relation. Relationaloperators (e.g., projetion, seletion, join, et.) are ap-propriately extended to take ranked lists as inputs andgenerate a ranked list whose RE depends upon the REsassoiated with the input relations as well as the oper-ation performed.Done in this fashion, unertainty permeates the databasequery proessing as opposed to only the modeling. Im-preision is taken advantage of to ompute answers indereasing order of relevane to the user. In addition,the list of answers an be stopped before it is omplete ifthe user deems all relevant objets have been retrievedalready, thus saving omputation time. In [ORC+97℄,we have shown how a subset of the required operationsan be eÆiently omputed over ranked lists.The remainder of the paper is developed as follows. Inthe following setion, we briey survey the proposedextension to the relational model to support unertainqueries and disuss how query re�nement an be inor-porated in the model. The following setion disussesnumerous researh issues whih we are urrently ad-dressing in developing the proposed framework.EXTENDED RELATIONAL MODELTo provide a framework to support unertain queries,we propose an extended relational model and query lan-guage in whih relations, instead of being interpretedas unordered sets of tuples, are instead interpreted asranked lists based on a ranking expression (RE). Asso-iated with eah tuple in the relation is a belief valuewhih determines the ranking of the tuple in the rela-tion. The belief value represents the degree to whih thetuple satis�es the RE assoiated with the relation. Re-lational operators (e.g., projetion, seletion, join, et.)are appropriately extended to take ranked lists as inputand to generate a ranked list whose RE depends uponthe REs assoiated with the input relations as well asthe operation performed. For example, in the query Q\Retrieve all objets to the north of and lose to theobjet O", the result set is ranked based on the predi-ates NorthOf(O) and CloseTo(O), its RE being theboolean expression NorthOf(O) ^ CloseTo(O).Extending the semantis of relations to ranked lists pro-vides a powerful framework to inorporate unertainqueries in a DBMSs. First, the model does not make anyassumptions about the mehanism used to resolve the3



unertain prediates (that is, to rank objets based onthe individual prediates). Any appliation-dependentretrieval model an be used to determine the interpre-tation of the relevane values. Furthermore, di�erentimpreise prediates in the same query an be resolvedusing di�erent models. As long as the mehanism re-sults in a ranked list of answers, it an be inorporatedinto the framework. Seond, the model only spei�esthat eah RE have the syntax of a boolean expression.The model does not speify how to interpret these ex-pressions in order to generate belief values based onwhih the answers an be ranked. For example, the REan be interpreted as an expression in fuzzy logi. Sim-ilarly, a probabilisti interpretation of REs an also beused. This allows for a powerful extensible frameworkfor supporting unertain queries.In the following subsetion, we �rst present a relationalalgebra that de�nes the semantis of the relational op-erators on ranked lists. Subsequently, we disuss howquery re�nement tehniques an be integrated into theextended relational model. Finally, we propose an ex-tension to SQL to support a \RANK BY" lause inselet-from-where queries to be able to express uner-tain queries. Sine this extension is syntati ratherthan semanti, it is equally appliable to the layeredapproah for unertain query proessing.Relational Algebra for Ranked Lists. Traditionalrelational algebra de�nes the semantis of the relationaloperators on sets of tuples. For example, relational al-gebra de�nes the meaning of the join operation betweentwo relations (i.e. sets). We need to de�ne the semantisof relational operators when the operands are rankedlists instead of sets. Sine relations or sets in traditionalrelational algebra an be onsidered as a speial ase ofranked lists, suh an algebra is a generalization of tradi-tional relational algebra i.e. it provides the same seman-tis as traditional relational algebra when all attributesand queries are preise. In this setion, we present arelational algebra for ranked lists.We de�ne a boolean expression assoiated with anyranked list L. We refer to it as the rank expression(RE) of L. A ranked list L with RE R is denoted byLR. The RE de�nes the semantis of relational op-erators over ranked lists. Intuitively, the RE R of aranked list L is the boolean expression of the predi-ates based on whih L is ranked. For example, for thequery Q, the result set is ranked based on the predi-ates NorthOf(O) and CloseTo(O), its RE being theboolean expression NorthOf(O)^CloseTo(O). The in-terpretation of the boolean operators in the RE depends

on the inferene model used. For example, the meaningof ^ in the above RE depends on the inferene model.The resulting ranked list Lres is generated from the in-dividual ranked lists L1 and L2 ranked individually bythe prediates NorthOf(O) and CloseTo(O) respe-tively depending on the operator onneting them inthe RE (in this ase, ^) and its interpretation by theinferene model. For example, in the fuzzy model, therelevane of any objet in Lres is the minimum of therelevane of the objet in L1 and L2 whereas in theprobabilisti model, assuming the presene of the ob-jet in L1 and L2 as independent events, the relevaneof the objet in Lres is the produt of its relevanes inL1 and L2. Sine the ranking of Lres is based on the rel-evanes, the ranking of Lres depends on the inferenemodel. The RE thus de�nes the semantis of the re-lational operators whih is interpreted by the retrievalmodel.To develop the relational algebra over ranked lists, wede�ne the REs of ranked lists produed by eah rela-tional operator. Note that a risp prediate an neverappear in an RE sine a risp prediate is only used to�lter data items but not to rank them. Due to spaelimitations, we present the REs orresponding to onlythe selet operation in this paper.Seletion Operation. Seletions are based on pred-iates. A prediate may either be risp i.e. involvinga risp attribute (like height > 500) or non-risp (likeposition of objet NorthOf position of given objet). Ifp is a prediate, ap denotes the attribute of the predi-ate p. For oniseness of representation, we representthe RE as a boolean expression of the attributes as-soiated with the prediates instead of the prediatesthemselves. If p and q are two prediates, the followingare also valid seletion prediates:� Disjuntion of p and q: p _ q� Conjuntion of p and q: p ^ q� Negation of p: :pWhen prediates are not risp, not all possible om-binations generated by disjuntions, onjuntions andnegations make intuitive sense. For example, seletionsare usually never based on unguarded negations �:q ornegation in the disjuntion �p_:q, where q is a non-rispprediate.� Simple risp prediate: Crisp prediates do not a�etranking. If p is a risp prediate, �p(LR)! LR.� Simple non-risp prediate: A non-risp prediate pa�ets the ranking. If the list was ranked based on
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R before the seletion, the list will be ranked basedon both R and p after the seletion. So �p(LR) !LfR^apg.� Conjuntion of risp prediates: Sine onjuntionsof risp prediates are also risp prediates and rispprediates do not a�et the ranking, �p^q(LR)! LRwhere p and q are risp prediates. Similarly, disjun-tion and negation of risp prediates do not hangethe ranking expression.� Conjuntion of risp and non-risp prediates: Onlythe non-risp attributes a�et the ranking. Sine theprediate is a onjuntion, the items in the retrievedset are ranked based on its original ranking riterionas well as q where p and q are the risp and non-rispprediates respetively. So �p^q(LR)! LfR^aqg.� Disjuntion of risp and non-risp prediates: An iteman appear in the answer set beause it satis�es eitherthe risp prediate or the non-risp prediate or both.If p and q are the risp and non-risp prediates re-spetively, an item in the retrieved set is ranked basedon either the original ranking riterion only (if theitem satis�es p) or on both the original riterion andq (if the item does not satisfy p). So �p_q(LR) !LfR_(R^aq)g �.� Conjuntion of risp and non-risp prediates withnegation: If the risp prediate p appears in negativeform, the ranking is based on the original ranking ri-terion and the non-risp prediate q. So �:p^q(LR)!LfR^aqg. If the non-risp attribute q appears in nega-tive form, the ranking is based on the original riterionand the inverse of the ranking produed by prediateq. So �p^:q(LR)! LfR^:aqg.� Conjuntion of non-risp prediates: In this ase, the�nal ranking is based on the original ranking and bothnon-risp prediates. If p and q are the prediates,�p^q(LR)! LfR^ap^aqg.� Conjuntion of non-risp prediates with negation: Ifp and q are the prediates and q appears with a nega-tion, the �nal ranking is based on the original rank-ing, the ranking produed by p and the inverse of theranking produed by q. So �p^:q(LR)! LfR^ap^:aqg.� Disjuntion of non-risp prediates: An item an ap-pear in the answer set beause it satis�es either of thetwo prediates or both. If p and q are the two pred-iates, an item in the retrieved set is ranked basedon either the original ranking riterion and rankingprodued by p (if the item satis�es p more than itsatis�es q) or the original ranking riterion and theranking produed by q (if the item satis�es q more�Notie that we do not simplify the expression fR _ (R ^ aq)g toR, even though in pure boolean logi they are equivalent, sine, de-pending on the inferene model used, the two expressions might not beequivalent

than it satis�es p). So �p_q(LR)! Lf(R^ap)_(R^aq)g.Inorporating Query Re�nement. In DBMSs sup-porting impreise queries, it may not be possible for asystem to retrieve the desired set of answers in the �rstattempt. The reason is that an impreise prediate maybe a ombination of several sub prediates, the relativeemphasis among whih may vary from user to user. Dif-ferent degrees of emphasis on di�erent sub prediatesprodues di�erent answers. Query re�nement is a teh-nique to learn the relative emphasis among the varioussub prediates from user feedbak and to appropriatelyreformulate the query to obtain a re�ned set of answersthat better satis�es the user's information need.Re�nement of impreise queries has primarily been stud-ied in speialized ontexts. For example, in informa-tion retrieval literature, where textual douments arestored based on keywords they ontain, extensive workhas been done on using relevane feedbak mehanismto map a user's information need to a keyword basedrepresentation [SFV83℄. Further, we have adapted therelevane feedbak mehanism to map high-level sim-ilarity queries to feature-based representations in im-age databases [RHMO97b, RHMO97a℄. In eah of thesemehanisms, importane of a feature/omponent is mod-eled using weights where a higher weight orrespondsto higher importane. Relevane of an objet to thequery is estimated as a weighed ombination of similar-ity values based on low-level features. Query re�nementis ahieved by adjusting the weights based on user feed-bak. Reently, we have generalized the relevane feed-bak mehanism to arbitrary hierarhies, where a fea-ture may itself be omposed of lower level features [PM97℄.Weighted summation of similarity based on eah om-ponent features is used to estimate the similarity basedon a higher level feature. A single proess of feedbakis used to update the weights at eah level of the hier-arhy.The approah proposed in [PM97℄, an be generalizedin a straightforward way for query re�nement in re-lational algebra queries over ranked lists. Consider aquery tree for a given relational algebra expression. As-soiated with eah internal node is a vetor of weights,one for eah hild of the node, signifying the impor-tane of the hild node in determining the relevaneof a qualifying answer. Weights an be inorporated inthe retrieval model to evaluate the ranking of an an-swer based on the RE assoiated with a node. Weightupdate proess an then be used to re�ne the unertainquery based on user feedbak.
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Expressing \RANK BY" queries in SQL. Onealternative to express \rank by" queries in SQL is tokeep it impliit i.e. query writers an freely intermixrisp prediates with impreise ones and the RE or-responding to a query is impliitly generated by theDBMS from the query statement. This approah doesnot require any extension of the SQL syntax as im-preise prediates an be stated in the WHERE lausealong with preise prediates. The other approah is toexpress \rank by" queries expliitly by extending theSQL syntax by a RANK BY lause. The query writerexpliitly spei�es the ranking riteria in the RANK BYlause while all the risp prediates are stated in theWHERE lause. While the impliit approah is moregeneral as it does not onstrain how \rank by" pred-iates are intermixed with the risp ones, it also rep-resents a more severe departure from SQL semantis.Furthermore, it ompliates the interpretation and im-plementation of onditional operators (i.e.,AND, OR,and NOT), aggregation operations and nested querieswhih form the basi building bloks of SQL queries.For this reason, we develop an expliit approah to ex-pressing unertain queries in SQL.Consider the query Q0: \retrieve all objets to the northof and lose to a given objet O and loated at the sameheight as O1. In the expliit approah, the query an beexpressed as:SELECT *FROM objets AS OWHERE O.height = O1.heightRANKED BY O NorthOf O1 AND O CloseTo O1The RANK-BY lause should not be onfused for ORDER-BY. The primary di�erene is that while the ORDERBY lause is proedural i.e., it spei�es the attributes orfuntions de�ned on the attributes aording to whihthe set of answers produed by the query is to be sortedas the �nal step before returning the answers, the RANKBY lause is delarative, just like the WHERE lause.Unlike the ORDER BY lause, the RANK BY lauseis not used for post-proessing the results returned bythe query. Instead, the evaluation of the prediates inthe RANK BY lause are intermixed with the predi-ates in the WHERE lause so as to optimize the queryevaluation plan. Another di�erene is that while theparameters in the ORDER-BY lause is a list of at-tributes (or funtions applied to attributes), parameterto the RANK-BY lause an be any boolean prediatewhih is interpreted based on the retrieval model. Fi-nally, while the ORDER BY lause is either not per-mitted (or is ignored) in nested sub queries in SQL,the RANK BY lause an appear in nested sub queriesjust like the WHERE lause. The RANK BY lause

an also appear in orrelated queries i.e. a prediate inthe RANK BY lause of the nested query an referenesome attribute of a relation delared in the outer query.RESEARCH ISSUESA number of researh issued need to addressed in de-veloping the model proposed in this paper as a frame-work to support unertain queries. These issues anbe broadly lassi�ed into two ategories whih orre-spond to the semantis of the proposed framework forunertain queries and to its eÆient implementation.Relational operators over ranked lists disussed in thepaper provide the basis for de�ning the semantis ofthe framework. The work needs to be extended to a-ount for impreise aggregations and also needs to bereoniled to handle impreision in data. Several modelsfor representing unertainty in data both in speializedontext (e.g., spatio-temporal data) as well as in generalhave been proposed in the past [Mot95℄. We need to in-tegrate these tehniques for handling impreise informa-tion within the framework for unertain queries. A fur-ther researh topi is to study speialized weight updateapproahes to query re�nement for queries supportingimpreise spatio-temporal prediates. These approahesan then be integrated into the generalized relevanefeedbak mehanism proposed in the paper. Anotherimportant diretion of researh is to identify neessaryand suÆient onditions that weight update algorithmsmust satisfy for onvergene of relevane feedbak pro-ess.One of the primary advantages of the framework forunertain proessing proposed in this paper over thelayered approah is that it is muh more amenable tooptimization and improved performane. However, be-fore we an validate the laim, researh must be doneon extending the indexing and query optimization teh-nology to support ranked lists.The requirements of index management in the proposedsystem is di�erent from that in traditional DBMSs. The\rank by" prediates are de�ned over usually omplexattributes (non-1NF) i.e. attributes that annot be in-dexed by a simple B-tree (e.g., high dimensional featurevetors as in multimedia appliations). Data struturesthat an index suh omplex attributes needs to devel-oped. Also, di�erent attributes have di�erent notionsof similarity (or distane). Sine the aim of an indexstruture is to luster together the objets with similarvalues of the attribute being indexed, new index stru-tures need to developed for every di�erent similaritymeasure used. A template-based indexing mehanismthat an be easily on�gured for arbitrary similarity6



funtions needs to be developed. Furthermore, the in-dex struture must support \ranked searh" or \k near-est neighbor searh". Thus, a seletion based on a \rankby" prediate an be exeuted on the index strutureto generate a ranked list. Finally, before suh index-ing mehansims are integrated as aess methods intoa DBMS, eÆient tehniques to provide transationalaess to the data via the index struture need to bedeveloped [?℄.Another important researh issue is development of teh-niques to eÆiently evaluate \rank by" queries in theDBMS. Depending on how REs are interpreted i.e. re-trieval model used, eÆient algorithms to ompute rela-tional operators whih given rank ordered input streamsprodue a rank ordered output stream needs to be de-veloped. These algorithms provide the building bloksfor evaluating \rank by" queries. Another issue is thatof query optimization. Query optimization tehniquesin traditional DBMSs may not be appliable in a sys-tem supported ranked searh. For example, pushing se-letions may not always generate more eÆient plans.The ost of performing suh seletions may be quitehigh depending on the presene or absene of appropri-ate indies. Deferring evaluation of expensive prediatesto later point may improve overall query proessing.Morever, sine the user is only interested only in thetop few answers, eÆient algorithms to return the de-sired number of top answers with minimum amount ofwasted work i.e. aessing minimum number of irrele-vant objets needs to be developed.REFERENCES[GG89℄ Mihael Goodhild and Suharita Gopal. TheAuray of Spatial Databases. Taylor and Franis,New York, 1989.[Mot95℄ Amihai Motro. Management of Unertainty inDatabase Systems, hapter 22. ACM Press, 1995.[ORC+97℄ Mihael Ortega, Yong Rui, KaushikChakrabarti, Alex Warshavsky, Sharad Mehrotra,and Thomas S. Huang. Supporting ranked booleansimilarity queries in mars. Tehnial Report Sumbit-ted to TKDE Speial issue on Data and KnowledgeManagement in Multimedia Systems, also availableas teh report TR-MARS-97-12, University of Illinoisat Urbana-Champaign, Aug. 1997.�The views and onlusions ontained in this doument are those ofthe authors and should not be interpreted as representing the oÆialpoliies, either expressed or implied of the Army Researh Laboratoryor the U.S. Government.
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